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10" Surform Blade Holder
AES-25-295
Designed for forming body fillers, vinyl, plaster, fiberglass, 
wood and more. Features a set of comfortable grab points 
to reduce fatigue and an ultra sharp flat surform blade. The 
holder fits both flat and half round style surform blades. A 
single, replaceable flat blade is included to get you started.

INDIVIDUALLY BOXED

10" Surform Blade Holder with 
3-Position Adjustable Handle
AES-28-295
Designed for forming body fillers, vinyl, plaster, fiberglass, 
wood and more. Features an adjustable 3-position handle 
and an ultra sharp flat surform blade. The holder fits both flat 
and half round style surform blades. A single, replaceable flat 
blade is included to get you started.

INDIVIDUALLY BOXED

14" Adjustable Body File Holder
AES-429
Handle is designed for both right and left hand use. 
Turnbuckle design lets you flex the attached file allowing 
you to better shave down rounded areas.
File not included.

INDIVIDUALLY BOXED

14" Medium Cut Body File
AES-430
Curved tooth design provides smoother and 
quicker cutting on cast iron, aluminum, soft 
metals, fiberglass and body fillers. Double sided 
file for extended life.

• Precision milled teeth
• Medium Cut 8 TPI

HANG-UP CARD

10" Low-Profile Surform
Blade Holder
AES-23-295
Features a super low-profile design for quick stock removal 
and shaping of body fillers. The included half round blade is 
the perfect shape for quick material removal and shaping 
curved surfaces. Also great for shaving wood, plastic, 
rubber, aluminum, vinyl, copper and brass.

HEADER CARD

HANG-UP CARD

One Hand Surform Shaver
with 2-1/2" Blade
AES-24-295
Gives access to smaller, tighter areas that need to 
be shaved. Works on pull or push stroke simply by 
reversing the blade. Slightly curved blade excellent for 
precise stock removal. 7" Lightweight handle. Works 
well on soft metals, body filler, clay, wood and more. 
Comes with a 2-1/2" x 1-5/8" curved surform blade.

Replacement Curved 
Surform Blade
AES-294-1
Replacement blade for AES-24-295.

INDIVIDUALLY BAGGED

Specifications

Dimensions: 2-1/2"(L) x 1-5/8"(W)

Rotary Burr Set
AES-37670
Contains 4 popular rotary burrs used for shaping and 
forming auto body plastics and soft metals around 
vehicle trunks, doors, taillight assemblies and etc.

HANG-UP CARD

Specifications

Shank Size: 1/4"

10" Half Round "Cheesegrater" 
Surform Blades
AES-295-12
Contains 12 surform blades that fit into standard size file 
blade holders such as AES-23-295, AES-25-295 and 
AES-28-295. These half round blades are the perfect shape 
for quick material removal and shaping body filler. Also great 
for working with wood, plastic, masonite, rubber, aluminum, 
vinyl, copper and brass. Sold by box of 12 only.

BOXED

Specifications

Dimensions: 10"(L) x 1-5/8"(W)


